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In-ear wireless headphones

with microphone

E700BT In-ear wireless headphones give you an exceptional 

listening experience wirelessly wherever you go. Bluetooth® 

connectivity allows streaming from any device, while music and 

calls can be controlled by a 3-button remote control with 

microphone. NFC support allows hassle-free one-touch pairing 

with NFC-enabled devices.

Semi-closed acoustic architecture with custom designed Φ13.5mm high 
power driver

Sturdy aluminium housing provides a rigid metal cabinet to eliminate 
unwanted vibrations

Ergonomically shaped silicone caps in 3 sizes to ensure comfortable fit

Twisted tangle-free cable with high quality in-line control

Feature highlights

Pure Sound. Since 1946. 
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Product name

Model number / EAN

Model number / UPC

[ Sound ]

Driver diameter

Acoustic architecture

Frequency response

Sensitivity

Impedance

[ General ]

Microphone

Bluetooth® version

Maximum number of 
paired devices

Maximum number of 
multi-paired devices

Range

NFC Pairing

Voice Prompt

Audio Codecs

Supported profiles

Playtime

[ Packaging ]

Accessories

Dimensions (WxHxD)

Net weight

Gross weight

E700BT in-ear wireless headphones with microphone

E700BTB/00; 6925970750868

E700BTB/11; 6925970750875

E700BTB/27; 889446100433

Φ13.5mm high power driver

Semi-closed

6Hz - 25.5kHz

108dB/mW

32ohms

In-line

4.1

8

2

Up to 10m (free space)

Yes

English voice prompt on "Connected", "Battery low" 
and "Phone 2 connected"

SBC, apt-X®, AAC

Headset (HSP), Handsfree (HFP), A2DP, AVRCP

Up to 8 hours music/talk time by Bluetooth®
Up to 170 hours standby time

3 pairs silicone caps (Small, Medium, Large)
USB cable for charging

127 x 225 x 42mm

38g

128g
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Pure precision

The Onkyo sound signature is clean, clear and precise. The E700BT’s 13.5mm 
high power driver is fine-tuned to bring out crisp details and subtle nuances in 
your music. To maintain audio purity, the headphone housing has been built to 
eliminate unwanted vibrations. Engineered for precision and performance.

Wireless audio

Bluetooth® streaming technology enables you to enjoy your music uncluttered 
by wires. A built-in microphone allows you to make and receive calls whenever 
your headphones are connected to your smartphone.

Comfort and craftsmanship

With a sturdy yet lightweight aluminium housing, E700BT headphones are 
designed for long wearing comfort and durability. Ergonomically shaped silicone 
caps come in 3 sizes, ensuring an optimal custom fit while providing superior 
noise isolation. 


